BODY-WORN CAMERA
INTEGRATION WITH TETRA RADIOS
ACTIVATE YOUR VB400 BODY-WORN CAMERA USING YOUR TETRA
RADIO AND CAPTURE EVENTS IN THE MOMENTS THAT MATTER
Whether you’re a lone worker engaging with the public, or regularly
find yourself in hazardous situations due to industry demands, one thing
that is critical is your safety. While capturing evidence might not seem
like your top priority, on the occasion where an emergency situation
arises, knowing that those critical moments leading up to and during
the incident are being recorded can make all the difference, and provide
valuable insight for continuous improvement and process review.
The VB400 body-worn camera from Motorola Solutions has been
designed to withstand the rigours of daily use on the front-line. From
police officers to security guards, utilities workers and railway staff,
these cameras are able to capture critical evidence that disputes false
claims, enforces criminal convictions and enhances workplace safety
and best practice on a daily basis.
By integrating the VB400 with Motorola Solutions TETRA Radios*,
users needn’t worry about activating the camera’s record function when
an emergency happens. Simply pressing your radio’s emergency button
acts as a trigger to the VB400, which instantly begins recording,
capturing audio and video as events unfold. In situations where the
radio’s man down sensor is activated, this too can initiate recording on
the camera, capturing valuable insight while its wearer is debilitated.
When the pre/post record function is enabled, up to two minutes of
footage, leading up to and after the VB400’s activation, will be captured.
This provides valuable information on the lead up to any incident.

CONNECTED
The VB400’s record function is triggered over
Bluetooth® when a TETRA Radio* enters an Emergency
State, enabling hands-free evidence-capture.
BUILT FOR DURABILITY
With its ruggedised exterior, IP67 rating and selection
of mounts and fixings to accommodate any uniform
type, the VB400 is tested to military standards and is
robust enough for any situation and any industry.
CAPTURES VITAL CONTEXT
Using configurable pre and post-record functions,
users can be confident that the full incident will be
captured, regardless of how unexpected and when
they activate recording.
DETERS AGGRESSION & PROVIDES ASSURANCE
Wearing a VB400 can deter aggression and alter
behaviour before situations escalate, especially for
those working alone. In instances where footage is
required for evidence, video captured provides an
unbiased view in 1080p HD.

For more information, please visit: www.motorolasolutions.com/bwc

*Requires Bluetooth hardware and MR19 software or higher with Bluetooth Connectivity and Bluetooth Radio Control features enabled.
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